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EXTERIOR STYLING
NEW Rear spoiler
Available in all body colours.
For part numbers see quick reference list.

NEW Front grille, carbon design
Replacement type.
MZ576680EX

Side extension set
Carbon pattern, with stripe.
MZ576677EX

Front corner extension set
Carbon pattern, with stripe.
MZ576674EX

Rear corner extension set
Carbon pattern, with stripe.
MZ576676EX
- **Door handle garnish set**  
  Chrome.  
  MZ576690EX

- **Side chrome moulding**  
  Chrome.  
  MZ538346EX

- **Front styling element**  
  Silver.  
  MZ576673EX

- **Rear styling element**  
  Silver.  
  MZ576675EX

- **Tailgate garnish**  
  Chrome.  
  MZ576678EX

- **Door mirror cover set**  
  Chrome.  
  MZ576689EX
WHEELS

* Excluding center cap and wheel nuts.
** Including center cap, excluding wheel nuts.
Please contact your dealer for details of compatible vehicle specifications and confirmation of local regulations.

⚠️ Alloy wheel 18”
Diamond cut.
Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18
MZ315060BD**

⚠️ Alloy wheel 18”
Silver.
Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18
MZ315060S**
**Alloy wheel, 16”**
Black.
Recommended tyre size: 215/70/R16
MZ315067B**

**Alloy wheel, 16”**
Diamond cut.
Recommended tyre size: 215/70/R16
MZ315067BD**

**Alloy wheel, 16”**
Grey.
Recommended tyre size: 215/70/R16
MZ315067G**

**Alloy wheel, 16”**
Black.
Recommended tyre size: 215/70/R16
MZ315067B**

**Alloy wheel, 16”**
Silver.
Recommended tyre size: 215/70/R16
MZ315067S**

**Alloy wheel, 16”**
Silver / black.
Recommended tyre size: 215/70/R16
4250F981**

**Alloy wheel 18”**
Grey.
Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18
MZ315060G**

**Alloy wheel 18”**
Black.
Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18
MZ315060B**

**Alloy wheel 18”**
Diamond cut.
Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18
4250D789**
INTERIOR STYLING & COMFORT

Floor illumination
Blue. MZ590878EX
**Textile mat set**
Classic LHD. Needle felt. MZ314994

**Textile mat set**
Elegance LHD. Quality velours with Mitsubishi Motors logo. MZ314997

**Rubber mat set LHD**
MZ314978

**Textile mat set**
Elegance “RED” LHD. Quality velours with double red stitching and Eclipse Cross logo. MZ314997R

**Tailgate lamp**
White LED. MZ590880EX

**Trunk mat**
MZ514293EX

**Door switch panel**
For M-line: LHD. MZ360571EX, RHD. MZ526046EX
For H-line: LHD. MZ360625EX, RHD. MZ526048EX

**Entry guard**
Carbon pattern, red stripe with Eclipse Cross logo. MZ315066

**Illuminated entry guard**
White LED. MZ590877EX
Mudguard set
Black grained.
Front: MZ531447EX  Rear: MZ531448EX
- **Child safety seat**
  BABY-SAFE plus.
  MZ314393

- **Child safety seat**
  KIDFIX XP. MZ315025

- **Child safety seat**
  DUO plus.
  MZ313045B

- **Separation rack**
  Black coated steel.
  MZ314990

- **Safety pack**
  First aid kit, warning triangle and safety vest.
  MZ315059

- **Trunk tray**
  MZ314980

- **Child safety seat**
  KIDFIX XP. MZ315025

- **Child safety seat**
  DUO plus.
  MZ313045B

- **Separation rack**
  Black coated steel.
  MZ314990

- **Safety pack**
  First aid kit, warning triangle and safety vest.
  MZ315059

- **Front & rear parking sensors**
  For part numbers see quick reference list.

- **Rear bumper protector**
  Carbon pattern Mitsubishi Motors logo.
  MZ576679EX

- **Rear bumper protection foil**
  Black. MZ314974
  Transparent. MZ314975 (no ill.)
TRANSPORT & LEISURE

Please see the quick reference list for technical requirements and additional products.
Bike carrier for tow bar
2 bikes capacity.
LHD: MZ314957   RHD: MZ314958 (no ill.)

iPad holder
Light grey. For iPad and iPad Air, with Mitsubishi Motors logo. MZ314989

Trunk net
MZ312254

Bike carrier for tow bar
2 bikes capacity.
LHD: MZ314957   RHD: MZ314958 (no ill.)

Tow bar wiring
7-pin. MZ314986 (no ill.)
13-pin.MZ314987 (no ill.)

Tow bar
Black powder coating.
Detachable type: MZ315041

Tow bar
Black powder coating.
Fixed type: MZ315040
TRANSPORT & LEISURE

Please see the quick reference list for technical requirements and additional products.
\textbf{Ski/snowboard carrier}  
Up to max. 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards.  
MZ315029

\textbf{Luggage carrier basket}  
Silver aluminium with black coloured covers.  
MZ314891

\textbf{Roof carrier}  
Aero type. For car with roof railing.  
MZ315000

\textbf{Bike carrier}  
With integrated lock. Steel type, silver colour.  
MZ314156

\textbf{Bike carrier}  
Exclusive type, aluminum.  
MZ315032

\textbf{Ski/snowboard carrier}  
Up to max. 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.  
MZ315030 (no ill.)
Please visit our Mitsubishi Collection website
www.mitsubishi-collection.com
www.eclipse-cross.com

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is reserved to change specifications, part numbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any misunderstandings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer will advise of any alterations made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ from the models available in your market.

Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.
www.mitsubishi-motors-europe.com